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Vocabulary  ( 4 points )Fill in the blanks with the words given . One word is extra..;A expanded / brought / disconnected / compare / donating1. I don't understand why our internet gets ………………so many times every day.2.Reza's mother died when he was only 5 years old , so he has ……….up by his aunt. 3. We can help many people by …………………….what we don't use.4. His father has ………….his business by opening two more stores.1 B. Match the words with their definitions. ( one extra definition )5. effectively (….…..) a. to stop being angry with someone6. forgive (….……) b. an arrangement in a particular order7. combination (……….) c. to be worthy8.deserve (….…..) d. quickly and unexpectedlye. in a way that is successful and achieves what you want1 Choose the best choice.C.9. In chemistry ," O"  is the ……………for oxygen .a. look b. care c. symbol d. wait10. You should ask a ………….. for his advice before taking this medicine .a. teacher b. physician c. translator d. researcher11. My friend is under ………………. to find a solution to this problem .a. pressure b. express c. devotion d. information12. Isfahan has a rich …………… of historic buildings .a. solution b. education c. inspiration d. heritage1
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Match column A with column B . ( one extra in column B )D. BA13. take ……………………………. a. tears14. hard of ………………………… b. better15. spare  ……………………….. c. temperature16. burst into ………………….. d. no paine. hearing1 Grammar: ( ٤ points )Choose the best answer .A.
١٧. The volleyball match …………… in Tehran next week.a. held b. will be held c. was held d. is held
١٨. The man ………….you have invited is my uncle .a. who b. which c. whom d. whose
١٩. Nothing is available here , ………………………?a. isn't it b. aren't they c. are they d. is it
٢٠. This is the house in ……………we lived for ten years .a. where b. whom c. who d. which1 B. Fill in the blanks with appropriate tag questions .21.you never walk to school , ………..  ………….?22. She 's bought a new bag recently , ………  …………?23. Mina cut her finger with a knife , ……….. …………..?24. This cannot be true, …………  …………..?1 Use correct forms of the verbs in the parentheses.C.25. Persian language ………………………in Iran , Afghanistan , and Tajikistan. ( to speak )26. Hafez …………………..sometime between the year 1310 and 1337 A.D. ( to bear )27. This old bicycle …………….…………….yet, has it ? ( to repair )28.Last week I was offered a job at a local bank , but I ……………….(accept) it.1
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C. Combine the following sentences to make relative clauses .29. The report must be finished by Friday. Joe is writing it.………………………………………………………………………………………………..30. In our village , there were many people . They didn't have much money.…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………1 Writing ( 8 points )A. Unscramble the following sentences.31. bought / our teacher / some books / we / which / suggested .………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….32. in / aren't / are / there / students / there / this class / 20 / , / ?……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………?2 B. Combine the two sentences using coordinators .( and , but , or , so )33. A tomato is classified as a fruit .Most people consider it as  a vegetable .……………………………………………………………………………………………..34. The jacket was too expensive . I didn't buy it .………………………………………………………………………………………………….35.It was raining hard. There was a strong wind .……………………………………………………………………………………………………..1,5 C. Rearrange the letters and complete the sentences .36. we are proud of our (d-h-m-a-l-e-o-n)…………………….Iran.37. A learner's dictionary is designed for ( e-r-f-o-g-n-i-) ……………….students.38. Dr. Gharib was also a ( e-r-s-g-n-e-u-o )……………………. man .39. My uncle went to his son and ( d-g-u-e-h-g-) ………………… him.1 D. Complete the following sentences on your own .
٤٠. My father gave me a book which  ……………………………………………….. .
٤١. I like swimming , but ……………………………………………………………………. .
٤٢. We can take a taxi , or ………………………………………………………………… .1,5
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E. Fill in the blanks with suitable words . Pictures are cues.43. My grandfather ………………..……the pigeons in the park every morning .44. Try to avoid foods that ………….……….. a lot of fat .45. A book in which you record your thoughts or feelings or  what has happenedeveryday . ………………….46.A  translator use ……………..……….dictionary to translate a book .2 Reading  comprehension(8 points)A. Cloze passageRead  the following text and choose the best answer for each blank .No matter what we do in life , we must ……………………(47)our parents as they do it…………..………(48 ) . They  feel honored when we ………….…………(49 ) and respectthem . So  it is our ……………………..(50)  to help them when needed .47. a) dislike b) hate c) love d) lost48. a) unfortunately b) unconditionally c) unexpectedly   d) successfully49. a) appreciate b)share c) grow older d) carry50. a) value b ) failure c ) problem d) duty2
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B. Read the passage and answer the questions .How to use a dictionaryA dictionary is a very important tool for anyone who is learning a new language.With a good one you can do the following; you can look up the meaning of anEnglish word you see or hear; to find a word quickly , you need to know the Englishalphabet perfectly. For words with more than one meaning you should choose onemakes more sense in the context; checking the spelling and pronunciation are otherfacilities that a dictionary offers. Also to check the plural of a noun, part of speech ,or  past tense of a verb , a dictionary is helpful.  Likewise, a dictionary providesreaders with synonyms or antonyms, collocations, and grammatical informationabout a word too. In sum, learning a new language is fun by the use of a dictionary .51. What is a dictionary?52.What can we check in a dictionary?53 "one" in the line "2"refers to?a) language     b) tool c) meaning d) dictionary54.which one is closest meaning to "look up" in line "2" ?a)listen b)search for     c)write d)figure outTrue or False55.Dictionary offers only one meaning for a word. True False56. An important tool for learning a language is a dictionary. True False6Total24
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�(�� 5�( Vocabulary  ( 4 points )A. Fill in the blanks with the words given . One word is extra.1.disconnected 2. brought 3. donating 4. expanded1 B. Match the words with  their definitions. ( one extra definition )5. e 6. a 7. b 8.c1 Choose the best choice.C.9. c 10. b 11. a 12. d1 D. Match column A with column B . ( one extra in column B )13. c 14. e 15. d 16.a1 Grammar: ( ٤ points )Choose the best answer .A.١٧. b                   ١٨. c ١٩. d ٢٠. d1 B. Fill in the blanks with appropriate tag questions .21. do you ? 22.hasn't she ?23. didn't she ? 24. can it ?1 C. Use correct forms of the verbs in the parentheses.25. is spoken 26.was born27. hasn't been repaired 28.didn't accept1 D. Combine the following sentences to make relative clauses.29 . The report which Joe is writing must be finished by Friday.30. In our village , there were many people who didn't have much money.1
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Writing ( 8 points )A. Unscramble the following sentences.31.We bought some books which our teacher suggested .32. There are 20 students in this class , aren't there ?2 B. Combine the two sentences using coordinators .( and , but , or , so )33.A tomato is classified as a fruit but most people consider it as a vegetable .    34.The jacket was too expensive so I didn't buy it .35. It was raining hard and there was a strong wind.1,5 C. Rearrange the letters and complete the sentences.36. homeland 37. foreign 38. generous 39. hugged1 D. Complete the following sentences on your own .٤٠. My father gave me a book which was useful.٤١. I like swimming , but I don't like water.٤٢. We can take a taxi , or travel by bus .1,5. E. Fill in the blanks with suitable words . Pictures are cues.43. feeds 44. contain 45. diary 46. bilingual2 Reading  comprehension(8 points)A. Cloze passageRead  the following text and choose the best answer for each blank .47. love 48. unconditionally 49. appreciate 50. duty2
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B. Read the passage and answer the questions .How to use a dictionary51. It is a very important tool for anyone who is learning a new language .52.We can check plural of a noun , part of speech , past tense of a verb …...53. ( d) dictionary 54. ( b ) search forB . True or False 55. false 56. True6Total24
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